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resident’s Corner
by Clyde Payton, President

Newsletter Editor,
Mr. Mike Murphy, and I
made the long trip to Fort
Lauderdale in January to
attend the SOUTHEAST
REGIONAL STATEWIDE
MEETING. We watched some excellent demos by
George Dixon. This meeting was at the home shop of
Mike and Marilyn Luck and their "budding
blacksmith" son Michael. The two things I will
remember most about this meeting was: 1 - a very
great and delicious lunch! and 2- the Lucks’
Hospitality. Mike and Marilyn went all-out to take
care of, and feed about 40 people! They did one
excellent job as host and hostess, and we all
appreciate this.

Twelve-thirty saw the Board all assembled
for the January FABA Board of Trustees Meeting. (It
lasted too darned long!) This was my first Board
meeting as President. I was elated to see all Board
members present but one. There were also several

others attending the meeting who gave special

reports and presentations which the Board acted
upon. All in all,this was an especially productive
Board meeting and I appreciate the attendance and
participation of all of you!

Regional Program Coordinators have now
officially been appointed for the year 1998. They
are:
   SOUTHEAST REGION: Mr. Charlie Stemmann
   SOUTHWEST REGION: Mr. David Reddy
   NORTHEAST REGION: Mr. Bob Jacoby
   NORTHWEST REGION: Dr. Ed Crane

FABA's Mission is to teach and preserve the
Art and Craft of Blacksmithing. These Regional
Program Coordinators are the "front line" in this
effort. Please stay in touch with your Regional
Coordinator and make your wishes and concerns
known so that this organization can serve you well
and also, BE FUN!!

Happy Hammering,
Clyde Payton, President
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ABANA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Artist Blacksmith Association of North America, Inc.
Name__________________________________

Address________________________________

_______________________________________
 City                                   State             Zip
Phone__________________________________
The undersigned applies for membership in the Artist
Blacksmith Association of North America and
encloses ______ as annual membership dues for one
year.  Checks must be in U.S. funds.  Membership
includes a subscription to the Anvil’s Ring and The
Hammer’s Blow.

Credit Card No.___________________________
VisaG MasterCardG
Expiration Date__________________
G Full time Student(1 yr only) $35/yr
G Regular membership $45/yr
G Senior Citizen (age 65+) $40/yr
G Overseas Surface Mail $70/yr
G Overseas Airmail $80/yr
G Contributory Membership $100/yr
G Public Library Subscription $25/yr
Call (314) 390-2133 to charge your membership to
VISA or MasterCard, or make out a check to
ABANA and send to :

ABANA
P.O. Box 206
Washington, MO 63090

FABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.

Chapter of ABANA, Inc.
Date __________   NewG       Renewal G

Name_________________________________
Address_______________________________
_____________________________________
   City                         State            Zip
Phone:Home_____________Work:_________
E-Mail______________________________
Spouse’s Name:________________________

Are you interested in procuring:
GAnvil GCoal GHand Tools
GPost Vise GBlower GForge
Other_________________________________

Send this application and a membership fee of $20.00
to

Anne Reynolds, FABA Treasurer
11064 Sunset Boulevard
West Palm Beach, FL  33411

Make check out to FABA.  The FABA membership
year begins May 1.  New memberships received after
December 31 also cover the following year. 
Membership is for a family.  You don’t have to be an
ABANA member to join FABA, but many FABA
members are, and we encourage membership in both

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE:  Real wrought iron.  This is salvaged from a couple of old water tanks.  Plate and bar stock, various
sizes and shapes.  Bob Payne, Specialty Metal Works, Route 1, Whigham, GA  31797  (912) 762-4932 

WANTED: e-mail addresses for members from the NE Region - just one more way to communicate easily!  Please
send an e-mail with your e-mail address to: <jacoby@southeast.net>

FOR SALE OR TRADE: Leg vise, 4 inch jaws, excellent condition, no broken parts, works good,  $90.
Post drill, very good condition, 2 welded parts but works good,  $100.  100 lb. anvil, like new condition, all nice
square edges, no chips, hard surfaced face and also hard surfaced horn.   $240.  Will consider working out a trade
for 8" x 8" or 12" x 12" swage block with side cavities or shop mandrel or whatever.
          Dale Marsden, Ocala, FL     (352) 867-0972      E-mail:  mars2@worldnet.att.net

Video Tapes:  4-tape set of Al Pendray at Barberville 97. Features heat treatment, blade forging, making a wootz
steel letter opener. $90.00. Debbie Parramore, Rocky Comfort Productions
(850)627-7949.  Email: rockcomfortprod@msn.com Snail mail: Route 3, box 3678, Quincy, FL 32351.  Visa, M/C
accepted.  Other blacksmithing titles available.

mailto:mars2@worldnet.att.net
mailto:rockcomfortprod@msn.com
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Announcing the opening of the Ozark School of
Blacksmithing.  The Ozark School of
Blacksmithing is located west of Potosi, MO on
Highway 8. First classes will start on May 11 with
four classes, beginning
and advanced, taught by Uri Hofi. Other classes to
follow. Call or write for information:

Tom Clark
Ozark School of Blacksmithing
HC 87 Box 5780
Potosi,  MO 63664
Ph: 573-438-4725  Fax:513-438-8483

Tom Clark has put together what he calls “a program that explained the ABC’s of blacksmithing.  A
study guide for beginners and advanced as well.”
Uri Hofi is a professional smith from Israel who has demonstrated at ABANA conferences and other
blacksmithing events.

ANVILS IN AMERICA
At last!! The book about anvils.

The history, manufacture, identification and much, much more about anvils made in America and
anvils imported for resale or brought to America by smiths from 1600 - 1997.  564 pages of text
and graphics on 70# Sterling Litho Satin paper. Over 770 graphics of which almost 300 are photographs.
Hard cover, cloth bound, and smyth sewn.
     Seven chapters:  1. General Information About Anvils; 2. Early American and Various Foreign Made
Anvils; 3. English Anvils; 4. American Cast Anvils; 5. American Wrought Anvils; 6. Miscellaneous
American Anvils; 7. Anvil Odds and Ends, and Trivia.

An extensive Appendix: A through P.
An extensive Glossary, and Bibliography.
Index of Anvils plus a General Index.

A limited first edition of 1000 books, numbered, dated, and signed, are being reserved for blacksmiths. 
Numbers assigned as orders are received.  The cost is $60.00 plus $5.00 shipping and handling per copy.
Add appropriate tax for Michigan orders.  The book will be available in March or April, 1998.
Order from:
Richard Postman
10 Fisher Ct.
Berrien Springs, MI  49103.
Phone: (616) 471-5426

A Blacksmithing Primer: A course in Basic and Intermediate Blacksmithing, by Randy McDaniel
All the basics from building a forge, to proper hammer techniques, to forge welding and heat treating.
Don Plummer, author/blacksmith says, “The book is to be highly recommended to anyone swinging a
hammer to shape hot metal.”  More than 20 projects and 400 drawings.  Spiral bound , 8 ½ X10, 174
pages. $20 plus $3 shipping & handling
Available through Dragonfly Enterprises

3300G Kingston Drive, Dept. 44
Sinking Spring, PA 19608
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Letter to the Editor

Dear Murf,

The U. S. Post Office is soliciting input from the public about possible future stamp designs.  The address for
submitting ideas is:
ATTN CTCTM
Citizens Stamp Advisory Committee
US Postal Service
475 L'Enfant Plaza
S.W. Room 4474 E
Washington, D.C. 20260-2487
My thought is that if we could someway get a lot of blacksmiths to suggest it maybe we could get a stamp
honoring blacksmithing.

Thurmond 0. Chaffin
Welaka, FL

Editor’s comment: I talked to the folks at the Post Office about the 55¢ stamps I use for the Clinker Breaker.  It
turns out that by far the majority of items that are sent with these stamps are wedding invitations -- that’s why
the swans and little cherubs.  Thurmond may well be right, though; there are a lot of us blacksmiths sending
newsletters around the country on 55¢ stamps.  The address is there.  Let’s see if we can’t get a blacksmith on a
stamp.  We deserve it at least as much as Elvis.

WhatIzzIt?

I got an email from Chase McGrory on January 28 , putting in his guess on the February WhatIzzIt.  Heth

thinks it may be a razor.  I guess I didn’t get the picture all that good, because the hinge won’t let it open up far
enough to be used as a razor.  Sorry, Chase.  Thurmond Chafin put in his guess by phone on the 30 , saying heth

thinks it’s a plug cutter for chewing tobacco.  Sounds reasonable to me.  Ron Childers agrees with Thurmond,
and he was pretty definite about it.  Also got an email from Jo Mazzarol, who edits the Forge Talk in Australia. 
He says it could be a docker, used to dock the tails on sheep.  Since sheep aren’t as
common around here as they are there, and the ones I talked to had never heard of such
a thing, I’ll have to go with the majority vote, and call it a plug cutter.

This month’s WhatIzzIt comes from Virgil Mayo.  He says he picked it up at a
flea market for about 50¢, and has no idea what it is.  It has a wooden handle about six

inches long, with two metal plates, about 1 ½" by 2", 
connected by springs and a central screw.  The plates can be
moved closer together or farther apart by twisting the handle,
which turns the screw.  The two plates have grooves in them
which appear to be designed to hold pieces of small round or
square stock.  One set of grooves is round, and smaller than
the other, which is V-shaped.  I would guess it was built to
hold something small, the way a pin vise is, but  none of the
people around when Virgil showed it to me had any idea. 
Keep them guesses coming; I still have few bottles of Red

Possum left to give away. (That’s not a problem; if I run short, I just brew up another
batch.)
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Bumper sticker: I may have to get older, but I refuse to grow up!
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Clyde Payton
Monticello, FL

Vice-President
Bill Roberts
Ocala, FL
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Ann Reynolds
West Palm Beach, FL

Secretary
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Trustee
Jerry Grice

Tallahassee. FL
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Michael “Murf” Murphy
Tallahassee, FL
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John Butler
Havana, FL
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Ray Reynolds
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Gainesville, FL
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Ray Roberts
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Weigh Your Anvil Without A Scale!
by Ed Crane, Northwest Regional Coordinator

That's impossible!?

No, it's definitely possible using some principles of physics that I learned back in college, many
years ago.  All you have to know ahead of time is your own weight and how to use these principles of
physics.

The physical principle involved is simple:   The weight in pounds(your weight) multiplied by its
lever arm length in inches is a measure of force and if balanced with an equal force with a known lever
arm we can calculate the weight of the second object(your anvil).

Well, that looks a little complicated to set up!  So, let’s make it simple.  Start with a flat surface, a 4- or
5-foot length of 2x4 and a piece of 3/4" or 1" pipe at least 6" long. Now balance the anvil on one end of
the 2x4 using the pipe as a balancing point and you stand on the other end of the 2x4.  Do something to
keep the pipe from rolling!!

Now you must adjust your position and the position of the pivot point until you are balanced. 
Naturally if you weigh more than your anvil you will have to be standing closer to the pivot point than
the anvil is to the pivot point.   It's preferable to balance on one foot because you can more accurately
locate the center of your weight on the 2x4.  Now get a helper to mark on the 2x4 the pivot point, the
center of your foot on the 2x4 and the center of the anvil on the 2x4.

Now measure your lever arm "A" and the anvil’s lever arm "B".  Now calculate:
Your weight X your lever arm "A" in inches and
divide by lever arm "B" in inches.

Voila!
This is the weight of your anvil.  Of course the accuracy of this method depends a lot on how carefully
the procedure is done but if done with reasonable care it should be within 1 - 2 % of perfect.

Editor’s comment:  Sounds like a good idea, but I’d use about a 4x6 or 2x8; I’m not sure a 2x4 would
hold an anvil and me both.  Got to watch them extra pounds!  I just had a thought (rare event!): If you
don’t have a scale, how do you know how much you weigh?
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Southeast Regional News
by Charlie Stemmann, Southeast Regional Coordinator, and Mike Luck

The Southeast Region held its January Statewide meeting on January 17 and 18 at the home and shop
of Mike and Marilyn Luck, in Ft. Lauderdale.  The meet was a great success, with thirty people attending.
Mike and Marilyn  did a great job hosting the meeting and putting on a fine lunch for us all. 

Our featured demonstrator was George Dixon from
Swannanoa, GA.  George did a great job of explaining the tools he
was going to use in his demonstration.  The first thing he started with
was to show us how to get a mottled effect on sheet metal by heating
the metal in the forge and tapping the piece with the hammer to
remove the loose scale, allowing some of the hard scale to remain.
Even after allowing the piece to cool and sanding it,  the hard scale
stayed.  It gave a great effect.  He said you could also use Scotch
Brite to enhance the look even more. 

His next demo was of motif leaves. He made a Florentine leaf out of 1/2 inch
square bar and one out of 18 gauge sheet metal.  With this
part of his demo he explained the use of the treadle hammer
for doing the chisel and forming work on the leaves, as well
as the fullering tools needed for the job and their use. After
completing the two leaves he explained how they could be
attached by riveting.  One method was the normal riveting
process, drilling through both parts and placing the rivet all
the way through. He also showed how to make a blind rivet,
by drilling a shallow hole the size of the rivet head, then
using  a small chisel to move some of the material over to

close up the hole around the rivet head.  This will produce a blind or fixed rivet that
you can now fasten the sheet metal leaf on.

After lunch he amazed everyone by raising the outline of Florida on a belt
buckle size piece of metal by a chasing method. These types of chisels have a flat
side and the opposite side has a rounded 15 to 30 degree angle ground on them.
Using this type of chisel, you can cut the pattern edge sharp and sink the metal
around the pattern at the same time, creating a very nice applique effect.  George’s
expertise, knowledge, and sense of humor make him an excellent demonstrator.

George taught a hands-on class on Sunday, during which he taught his
students how to make the Florentine leaf he demonstrated on Saturday.  This
involved the use of fullers, chisels, and rivets to complete the job.

We also had a visitor from out of state.  From Pegasus Forge in Winthrop Harbor, IL, Mr. John K.
Biewer attended the meeting Saturday, and also the class on Sunday.  He also paid a visit to the FABA
members that were working at the Yesteryear Village on Sunday evening.  He was very impressed with what
we have been doing out there, and with the village. 

I hope that everyone who attended enjoyed themselves ! 

Note from outgoing coordinator Mike Luck: I’d like to take time to say the time being the S.E. Coordinator was fun.

I learned a lot, got to meet some real good smiths, and even got to be friends with some of them.  I also want to say

thanks to Murf for the good editing help.  It was nice working with him. See you all around. Thanks.

Mike Luck
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Southwest Regional News
by Michael Barry and Bob Strong

The southwest region of FABA met Saturday, Jan. 24, 1998 at the Florida
Aluminum and Steel facility in Ft. Myers, FL.  Jay Mudge and Tom Raber hosted a great
program which included information on foundry work with demonstrations of casting
aluminum and also a demonstration on forging aluminum under the power hammer.
Eighteen people attended.  

Bob Strong, of Ft. Myers, gave an excellent explanation and demonstration of
foundry techniques and demonstrated mold (pattern) making and pouring of aluminum.
Many items were cast, but "grapes" were cast to include in a screen (see picture) being

made for donation to the National Ornamental and
Miscellaneous Metal Museum.  Ball bearings were used to make
pattern is sand in the mold, and aluminum was poured into the
holes formed by the ball bearings.  Bob said there was extra room in the mold, or drag, to
use the proper terminology, so he cast a couple of disks with anvils on them, as well.  The
castings were removed from the mold, and cleaned up.  The grapes will be TIG welded into
bunches and attached to vines and leaves.

Mike Roy, from Bonita Springs, gave a great demonstration on forging aluminum
on the power hammer.  He described a method of testing when aluminum is hot enough to forge but not so hot that
it drops off when pulled out of the fire.  This method uses a common wooden paint sticker to rub on the aluminum
as it is heated in the forge.  When the wood leaves a very light mark on the aluminum pull it out of the fire and start
forging.  It will forge well and not be hot enough to drop into the fire.  

Aluminum leaves, cut by a computer router for the screen, were veined on a treadle hammer and then
planished and shaped by hand.  

In attendance was John Biewer, Pegasus Forge, Winthrop Harbor, IL. John found out about FABA on the
Internet and while on vacation made the meetings in Ft. Lauderdale and Ft. Myers. Thanks for coming, John.  

The following sources for information on foundry work, and blacksmithing as well, were given at the
meeting:

Centaur Forge Ltd.
P.O. Box 340
Burlington, WI 53465-0340
Catalog $5.00

Lindsay Publications
P.O. Box 538
Bradley, IL 60915-0538
Catalog $1.00. 

Both have books and videos on Foundry work and Blacksmithing.

A great day was had by all. As the day wound down everyone was thinking about how they could incorporate
what they learned into their own blacksmithing hobby or business. For those who did not attend you missed a lot of
good information. 

Help with Metalwork
from Popular Mechanics, October, 1997

Blacksmithing is not a typical homeowner skill in the sense that carpentry, painting, and plumbing are, but
it is fascinating and useful.  Tool Making for Woodworking is the finest modern book on the subject we have seen.
First it explains smithing tools materials and methods.  And nothing is left out, from building the forge and firing it,
all the way to heat-treating and polishing the finished tool.  Finally the author forges four different tools, making the
process for each one clear with simple instructions and step-by-step photos.  The book costs $22.45 postpaid from
Cambium Press, P.O. Box 909, Bethel, CT 06801.
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(Editor’s note: this article also mentions Lindsay Publications[ address above] and a book called Forge
Work, originally published in 1912.  It costs $10.95 postpaid from Lindsay.)
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Admiring the new hammer.

Great food! Thank you, Ladies!

Hammering out hinges

Don’t just stand there –
hammer something!

Firing up the forge.

Northwest Regional News
by Dr. Ed Crane, Northwest Regional Coordinator

Photography by Patty Draper

Saturday, January 10,1998, was a beautiful, sunny day, just about perfect
for smithing and other activities at the blacksmith shop in the Pioneer Village at
Sam Atkins Park in Blountstown, Florida.  When I arrived at the park about 9:00
Bill Robertson and Willard Smith already had numerous members occupied with
various chores around the interior of the blacksmith shop.  Bill Robertson and his

crew were busy making a base for our new treadle
hammer with four-foot sections of 6x6 posts laid
horizontally so as to make a very firm and substantial
base.   The treadle hammer was moved  on  to its
base finally and fixed in place with large lag screws.
This treadle hammer, I might mention, is a brand
new hammer made in the workshop in south Florida
attended by Dr. Richard Baker and Bill Robertson. 
Kudos and many words of praise and thanks go to Dr. Richard Baker for this wonderful
gift to the blacksmith shop.

Clyde Payton was busy buzzing around the shop getting everybody signed upon
the sign-in sheet.  I noticed there were 32 names on the sign in sheet; however, he was not
able to round up ten more people who failed to sign in,  so we had a total of 42 members,

guests and visitors at the meeting.   In the process Clyde signed up 4 new members for FABA.   Good going Clyde!
It was a very active scene.  A concrete pad for the forge blower was being made by an engineer, who is a new

member to the group, brackets  were being forged to hold
steel stock, and  the many members and guests were busy
buzzing around with various activities.   Skeeter Prather
and his helpers were busy working on a new work bench
which was made out of heavy pine boards and a cabinets
for tools.   The cabinets were made of pecky cypress and
some beautiful horseshoe hinges were and made and
brought by Jeff Mohr and Bill Robertson.  Kent Douglas
and Murf Murphy also built hinges for the tool cabinet.
This blacksmith shop is really shaping up.  I noticed
there were quite a few new donations of anvils, vises and
numerous other tools.   At the end of the meeting, Clyde
Payton took a collection of these tools home; several of
these need new handles, sharpening or reworking or
refurbishing in some way.   Thanks, Clyde for seeing to

these chores. It's very nice of you to do this for the shop. (Editor’s note: We all know what a collector Clyde is.  Did
anybody get a list of the tools he took home?)

I will never forget the wonderful lunch hour at the Sam Atkins Park
Blacksmith Shop.  As usual,  Linda Smith, Frances Price and Fran Mayo
provided the most wonderful spread of good food.   We enjoyed chicken purlieu,
greens, cornbread, biscuits, sweet potatoes, pie, chocolate chip squares, ice tea,
apple cider, and I'm sure I've forgotten other goodies that were there.   Thanks
again, Linda, Frances, and Fran for this wonderful food.  We had lunch in the
Yon house, built in the late 1880's, which is being restored as part of the Pioneer
Village.
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After lunch, the blacksmith shop committee held a meeting, headed by Bill Robertson, who really deserves
congratulations for a great job as chairman of the new blacksmith shop committee.   Linda Smith took a group of
interested onlookers on a tour of the Yon House, to show how well the restoration is coming along.  Many volunteers
have helped with painting and restoring the house to its original condition.  An unusual feature of this house is that
it has outdoor hallways rather than internal hallways.  The kitchen and dining area are separated from the rest of the
house, as was common practice in the 1800's because of fire hazard.

All in all this was very productive and beneficial day for the shop.  The shop is coming along very well.

March Meeting
by Bill Robertson

The Northwest region will meet Saturday March 14, 1998 at Applecross Forge, home of Bill Robertson and
Patty Draper.  The featured demonstrator will be Bill Roberts from Ocala Florida.  Bill Roberts is a full time
blacksmith , working out of his Ocala shop Custom Design Metal Arts, producing architectural work as well as
sculptor art and functional art jewelry.  Bill is also our new Vice President of FABA.  Last March at the Northeast
region meeting at J.C. Hawkin’s shop Bill gave an outstanding demonstration working with sheet copper.  After
hearing so many great comments about it, he was asked, and agreed to come up here to the Northwest region and give
a repeat demonstration.  Lunch will be provided.  

Welcome New Members:

Don & Donna Adkins
6860 SW 96th St
Miami, FL  33156

Kalheinz Bartell
4002 Friday Street
Tallahassee, FL  32304

Jon Hibshman & Roberta Carothers
2394 Reedy Creek Road
Alford, FL  32420

Ron & Cheryle Childers
187 Chaires Cross Road
Tallahassee, FL  32311

Dan Dykes
618 Nevada Street
Melbourne, FL  32904

John L. Humphrey, Jr.
P.O. Box 562
Osteen, FL  32764

Maxie & Jackie Mehaffey
5140 NE 8th St
Ocala, FL  34470

William & Sunda Parrett
5348 Grove Valley Rd
Tallahassee, FL  32303

Daniel E. Reichert
1734 Maddox Rd
Ochlocknee, GA  31773

Charles & Donna Rowland
1827 NE 188th Pl.
Gainesville, FL  32609

Kelley P. Wise
824 Rolling Green Dr.
Apopka, FL  32703

Blacksmith/Metalworking Web Sites

Virtual Junkyard - http://www.seanet.com/~neilwin/
I checked this one out -- It’s definitely worth a look.  Lots of links, addresses for other smith around the world, buy
and sell stuff.  Check out the Scrapbin for sure.

Metal Web News - http://www.mindspring.com/~wgray1
Lots of metalworking of all sorts -- too much to check out everything.  But I did find a tool review by George Dixon,
so I figured it had to be a quality site.

Blacksmith’s Journal
http://www.usmo.com/~journal/index.html

Anvil Magazine

http://www.anvilmag.com
Atmospheric Gas Forge

http://www.nets.com/bsmithplaza/mrocks

http://www.anvilmag.com
http://www.nets.com/bsmithplaza/mrocks
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Linden Blacksmithing Books http://www.lindenpub.com/title2.htm
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Northeast Regional News
by Bob Jacoby, Northeast Regional Coordinator

The February Northeast Regional Meeting was held at Jim & Gloria Corbet's Vagabond Forge in
Umatilla.  Typically, Jim's meeting is one of the most well attended of any in the
Northeast Region, and this year was no exception.  Over 40 smiths came, and almost
$50 was raised by the buck-in-the-bucket for the Barberville Power Hammer Fund.
Jim and Gloria cooked up two huge pots of chili and served it up with a full
complement of hot sauces.  And we all know how Jim Corbet likes the hot food.

Feeling mischievous, about a year ago I asked my brother, who's in the hot
sauce business, to get me a bottle of the hottest stuff on God's earth.  I promptly sent the bottle of "After
Death" to Jim with a little note saying how I remembered that he really liked the hot stuff, but, to be careful
with the "After Death" because, "It would really help him to find his limit." I wasn't surprised when I noted
that the bottle had only been drawn down about an inch over the year that he's had it, and I boldly
commented to Jim, "Well Jim, I guess one bottle of After Death is really a lifetime supply!" Well, I wasn't
prepared for his response, or my reaction.  Jim looked at me with a straight face and said, "Oh no, that's the
second bottle, I finished the first one you sent me and liked it so much I bought another!" Sensing a
challenge, (after all, Jim is a veteran of World War II, Korea, and Vietnam.  And, he's the only blacksmith
I know who has been personally recognized with an award from Francis Whitaker himself), I meekly replied,
"Yeah, its really good stuff." In truth, I've never "hung a lip over" any After Death, but, how could I turn
back now?  Taking the hot sauce I dumped about a teaspoon in my chili and spent the next hour "eating"
it.....  dip the spoon in, put the spoon into my mouth, add a sleeve of crackers, dip the spoon in, put it in my
mouth, add a sleeve of crackers .....  The chemical reaction alone melted three plastic spoons! Hopefully,
I'll be back on solid food by the March meeting at Carl Van Arnam's!

Both Pete Peterson and Joel Clark brought chili peppers that they've forged
since January's demonstration in Barberville - really nice work, and they're fun to
make.  Dr.  JC Hawkins is now back in Florida returning from his summer home in
Tennessee and sporting a shiny new extended-cab Ford pickup I might add.  Jim
Corbet made a bell out of an old Scott Pack air bottle, and Bill Roberts and I
textured a leg for a set of stools that I'm making.  Few things are more enjoyable
than spending a sunny day blacksmithing with friends, (and hurting yourself with
hot food!).  (Editor’s comment: Maybe you should have tried to eat some of  those
iron chili peppers.  Probably would have been less painful.  Personally, I wouldn’t
touch Jim’s stuff without at least a six-pack of Red Possum on hand.)

Next month's meeting, co-hosted by Carl & Florence Van Arnam, and JC &
Anne Hawkins at Carl's shop in Gainesville, is the Northeast Region's statewide meeting featuring Larry B.
Wood from Dayton, Ohio.  There are still spots available for the Sunday class.  To register please send a $20
check to Bob Jacoby at 2635 Wrightson Drive, Jacksonville, FL 32223-6505 or give me a call at (904) 260-
9981 to hold a space.
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Northeast Region Northwest Region

Southwest Region

Southeast Region
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The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community.  Florida Artist Blacksmith

Association (FABA) sponsored events are highlighted in bold typeface.  The regions have no boundaries -

everyone is welcome everywhere.  Come to more than one if you can.  W e hold regular monthly meetings in

each region (except that we all try to get together at one Statewide Meeting each quarter) on the following

Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW -2nd, SE-3rd, SW -last.  The actual dates may vary from month to

month; check the schedule below.  Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.  Prospective

members are always welcome.  Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools, or just watch.  Most

meetings run from 9AM to 4PM, and you'll need to bring a lunch if you stay all day, unless otherwise noted.

If you have any questions about meetings please contact the Regional Coordinators listed below:

Upcoming Events

Northeast Region: Bob Jacoby (904) 260-9981 jacoby@southeast.net
Northwest Region: Dr. Ed Crane (850) 893-3212
Southeast Region: Charlie Stemmann (561) 964-8834 stemmann@aol.com
Southwest Region: David Reddy (813) 875-2098 dreddy@helios.acomp.usf.edu

MARCH, 1998
NE Mar 7-8 Carl Van Arnam’s Shiloh Forge, Gainesville.  Two-day Statewide meeting.  Larry B.

Wood of Dayton, OH, will demonstrate.  Larry will teach a class Sunday.

NW Mar 14 Applecross Forge(Bill Robertson & Patty Draper), Lloyd.  Bill Roberts will visit
from Ocala, demonstrating copper work.

SE Mar 21 YesterYear Village, South Florida Fairgrounds, West Palm Beach.

SW Mar 28-29 Crowley Museum& Nature Center, Sarasota.  This is Pioneer Days for the Center. 
See Southwest News for details. They're not fanatics, but they'd like us to wear
appropriate clothing and keep the wrist watches out of sight. Call David Reddy for
times you can demonstrate. Come help the Crowley Center! 

APRIL, 1998
NE Apr 4 Pioneer Art Settlement, Barberville.  This meeting coincides with the two-day Antique

Tool Fair.  This is a good opportunity to see some good tools(and maybe get some good
deals).

NW Apr 11 Statewide Meeting at Clyde Payton’s shop, Monticello. Jeff Mohr is scheduled to
demonstrate.

SE Apr 18 To be announced.

SW Apr 25 To be announced.

MAY, 1998
NE May 02 Steve & Kimmy Bloom’s Iron Flower Forge, Archer

NW May 09 To be announced.

SE May 16 To be announced.

SW May 30 To be announced.



The Florida Clinker Breaker
FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION
Michael “Murf” Murphy, Editor
8537 Moore Woods Road
Tallahassee, FL 32310
850-421-6622
blacksmith@talweb.com

The Florida Artist Blacksmith Association(FABA) - Chapter of Artist Blacksmith Association of North

America, Inc., is a 501(c)(3) non-profit educational organization whose purposes are to teach, promote,

and preserve the art of blacksmithing.  Contributions are tax-deductible to the extent provided by law. 

FABA publishes the Florida Clinker Breaker monthly, and FABA membership includes a subscription. 

W e solicit correspondence and unpaid articles on any subjects related to FABA’s purposes.  ABANA

chapter newsletters may reprint non-copyrighted material if it is credited to the author and this

newsletter.  You need the publisher’s permission to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise

noted.

Dean Minton: Cartoons by Deano, P.O. Box 9141, Panama City Beach FL 32417

March, 1998
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